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Why SCRS Should Establish a State
Political Action Committee

M e s s age from the Pre s i d e n t

Madelene Lewis, MD
Advocacy is an important part
of the SCRS’s mission. It
SCRS Mission
requires time, talent and commitment, but most importantly,
Our mission is to encourage and
good relationships with those
facilitate the advancement of
who can affect our specialty. A
radiological science, the
political action committee
improvement of radiological
(PAC) supports an organizaservices to patients and the
tion’s goals by making contribumedical community, the study of
tions to political candidates who
the economics of radiology, the
support those objectives. These
availability of postgraduate and
relationships must be built over
continuing education, and the
time and with persistent presmaintenance of high medical and ence. A state PAC will give us
ethical standards in the practice of the opportunity to educate,
radiology.
advocate for our profession and
be a positive influence for our
patients.
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Creating a strong and robust
PAC will position SCRS to support candidates who understand
our profession and
work to make a difference in
this wonderful state of South
Carolina where we live and
work. RADPAC works at a federal level but since legislation
occurs at both the state and federal levels, it is important to
have a state PAC to ensure the
voice of radiology is heard at
both levels. A state PAC would
send a strong, collective

message that SCRS members
are an involved and active
group meriting attention on
health care and other issues that
affect medical imaging.
The PAC goals would include
building relationships with key
state representatives and their
staffs, advocating strongly for
radiology, and helping prohealth and pro-radiology individuals achieve or maintain
state office! All this, while synchronously complementing
SCRS initiatives and strategic
mission which include supporting legislation conducive to
imaging innovation, patient
access to radiology services and
mobilization of engaged and
politically active radiologists in
our state. By joining together,
we will be better equipped to
build an organization that
defends, protects and promotes
the practice of radiology in
South Carolina.

SCRS 2018 ANNUAL MEETING
March 9-11, Wild Dunes, Isle of Palms

For program information, meeting registration, and hotel reservations, visit www.scradsociety.org
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20 18 A n nual Meet ing
M i ke Brow n , M D
S C R S Vice Pre s i d e n t
The 2018 South Carolina
Radiological Society Annual
Meeting will be held at Wild
Dunes Resort in Isle of Palms,
SC, from March 9th through
March 11th. We have once again
developed a program that should
appeal to a broad range of practicing Radiologists from the
region.

recruiting/retention issues,
medicolegal teaching points, and
QI initiatives for private practice
and academic departments.

The SCRS is honored to have two
esteemed guest speakers in the
fields of economics and leadership in Radiology. Dr. Gregory
Nicola is the Vice-President of
Hackensack Radiology Group,
The SCRS meeting has always
and since 2016 has served as the
placed a heavy focus on collegiali- Chair of the MACRA Committee
ty, so the meeting begins with the of the ACR. He will lead the
traditional cocktail reception
Economics powerhour on
where we can reconnect with old Saturday. Dr. Bill Thorwarth
friends and make new connecshould need no introduction to
tions with our colleagues from SC members the SCRS, as he has
and neighboring states.
served as the CEO of the ACR
since 2014. Dr. Thorwarth will
As in years past the weekend will headline our Leadership powerbe a mix of clinical Radiology,
hour on Sunday.
medical economics, and leadership discussions. This year the
The Annual business meeting of
clinical topics will focus on Breast the SCRS will be held at the close
Imaging and Musculoskeletal
of the morning session on
Radiology. In addition, we will
Saturday, with lunch provided.
have panel discussions regarding Come and engage the members of
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the Executive Committee, and
learn how you can participate
in SCRS and ACR activities.
Registration fees are as follows:
Residents pay no fee; ACR
Members: $250; All others:
$300. Guests: $50 per family.
Retired members pay the guest
fee only.
To register go to
scradsociety.org.
You may also register by emailing scradsoc@gmail.com or
calling 803-673-1854.
For housing, call 877-624-3654.
The group name is SC
Radiological Society and the
group code is 3HE8DS. Room
rate is $227 plus taxes and fees.
We hope you will be able to
attend the 2018 Annual
Meeting, and we look forward
to seeing you in Wild Dunes!
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Membership Update
Matt Brady, MD
SCRS Secretary
Last summer, the ACR
launched Engage, a social
networking platform open
only to ACR members. While
we seem to have options for
interactions and networking
coming out of our eyeballs
these days, the Engage platform is well thought out,
organized into useful subgroups, and has proven its
value in a number of salient
threads. I am certain that
many of you are familiar
with the two main groups,
ACR Open Forum and The
Breakroom, and you have
probably set your preferences
for convenient daily or weekly email summaries of those
groups. If not, I highly
encourage you to do so. As
Secretary, I utilize a closed
group, the “Leaders
Community – SCRS,” which
greatly aids the functioning
of your Executive
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Committee. We are looking forward to increasing our use of an
available state level group, the
“Chapter – South Carolina
Radiological Society,” which will
allow easy two-way communication with all SCRS members.
Please feel free to utilize this state
level open forum to discuss any
issues specific to South Carolina.

practices and tallied 351 radiologists in practices around the
state, demonstrating that a count
of ACR members does not give
a complete picture of South
Carolina practices. This spring,
we will revisit our survey by
reaching out to the practices
around the state for updated
rosters. Please do respond if you
are contacted in the coming
Every three years the ACR gener- months by those of us on the
ates an official tally of the mem- membership committee who will
bership by state chapter. This past be spearheading this effort.
year, 2017, was such a year. For
every 100 non-retired members, a
chapter is granted one seat on the
Council, the governing body of
the ACR. Fractions over 100 are
granted a seat as well. SCRS
maintained four Councilor seats,
with a total apportionment membership of 361 (273 post training,
77 in various stages of training,
and 11 medical physicists).
However, that is only part of the
story. A couple years ago, we surveyed all South Carolina radiology
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In Memoriam

Dr. Charles Narey Griffin, Jr.
Dr. Charles Narey Griffin, Jr., of Mount Pleasant, South Carolina, died Friday, January 12, 2018 at
the age of 83. “Charlie” was born August 30, 1934, in Columbia Hospital, Washington, DC.
Because his father served in the U.S. Navy as a supply specialist, the family moved frequently. He
had attended 12 different schools by the time he was in 6th grade, living in the states of Washington,
Kansas, Ohio, California, and Virginia. The events of WWII figured prominently in his elementary
school years. His father signed out the shipment of the components for the ‘Little Boy’ atomic
bomb on the cruiser Indianapolis, which subsequently successfully delivered them to Tinian on July
26, 1945. After completing its mission, the Indianapolis was torpedoed and sunk on July 30 by a
Japanese submarine, in the U.S. Navy’s single worst loss at sea, killing some 900 men. During these
turbulent years, Charlie spent his summers with his maternal uncle and aunt, Dr. J. D. and Maria
Whitehead, in the place he called home, Lake City, a small tobacco farming town in Florence County,
South Carolina. After the war, the family returned to the DC area where his father worked as a bank
examiner for the Federal Reserve and his mother worked at National Geographic. Charlie attended
Landon, a private boys’ school, in Bethesda, Maryland where he excelled in academics and athletics,
lettering in baseball, basketball, and football.
Charlie attended George Washington University for two years then transferred to Duke University.
He matriculated to George Washington Medical School after three years of college where he joined
the Navy reserve as a sophomore, married Pam Cockfield of Lake City, and graduated among the
top of his class. Upon graduation the couple moved to Charleston where he completed a busy
internship year at the Naval Hospital, working an average of 100 hours a week and taking every
other night call. His formal medical training was interrupted by a naval transfer to Ashland,
Kentucky where he served as a general medical duty officer at the Armed Forces Examination
Station. During the two years there, he performed over 25,000 physicals on potential military
recruits.
Charlie then was accepted into a Diagnostic Radiology Residency at the Naval Hospital of
Philadelphia. His three-year residency was very different from that of today. It was heavy in plain
film work and fluoroscopy. The Residents had to take and process their films in dark rooms, making
them extremely knowledgeable about plain film technique. They spent hours in red goggles and
darkened rooms to allow their eyes to “dark adapt” to the old fluoroscopy screens. In addition to
Physics and Diagnostic Imaging, the residency at that time also included training in radiation
oncology.
Upon completion of residency in 1965, he was stationed again in Charleston at the Naval Hospital.
He joined the faculty of the Medical University of South Carolina in 1969 where he worked for 34
years teaching radiology residents, many of whom remained lifetime friends. During that time, in
addition to the MUSC Hospital, he worked at the VA and Charleston Memorial Hospitals, where he
served as chief. He was meticulous in his work, demanding of his technologists and residents, and
quick to share a joke or story.
Dr. Griffin was active in the South Carolina Radiological Society throughout his career, serving as its
president in 1987. He was also selected to be a Fellow of the American College of Radiology. He
was Medical Director of the Trident Technical College Radiologic Technology Program and member
of the Radiologic Society of North America, Association of University Radiologists, American
Roentgen Ray Society, and the Charleston County Medical Society.
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Charlie was an avid sports fan, following the trials and tribulations of the Atlanta Braves, the
Washington Redskins, and the Duke Blue Devils. He also loved the outdoors, and particularly
enjoyed playing golf, fishing and shrimping in the tidewaters of the Lowcountry with family and
friends. He was predeceased by Pam, his wife of 56 years, and survived by his second wife, Blossom
Krawcheck, three children, Jeanne Griffin Hill, M.D., Michelle Griffin Dysthe, and Charles Jamie
Griffin, and six beloved grand children. We will miss his kind spirit, his high standards, and, most of
all, his stories.
Memorials to Dr. Charles Griffin may be sent to the MUSC Radiology Resident Education Fund.
96 Jonathan Lucas Street, MUSC 323 Department of Radiology, Charleston, SC 29425.
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New ACR Fellows
Dallas W Lovelace III MD FACR
SCRS Fellowship Chair
Two SC Radiological Society
members will be recognized as
new Fellows at a convocation
that will be held during the
American College of Radiology
annual meeting in May in
Washington, DC.

chapter and State Chapter
President. He currently serves
on several committees with an
interest in medical economics
and government relations. Dr.
Conwell is a partner with
Carolina Radiology Associates
in Florence, SC. In his spare
Dr. W. Shawn Conwell is a
time, Shawn enjoys spending
Women's Imaging Radiologist time with his family, music,
who resides in Boykin, SC. He and raising Irish Dexter cattle.
went to medical school at the
Medical College of Georgia,
Dr. Leonie Gordon is a
and attended residency at Case tenured Professor of
Western Reserve's MetroHealth Radiology at the Medical
Campus in Cleveland, OH. He University of South Carolina
completed his fellowship in
specializing in Nuclear
Women's Imaging at MageeMedicine. She received her
Womens Hospital in
medical degree from the
Pittsburgh PA in 2006. Dr.
University of Cape Town
Conwell has served extensively South Africa and completed
within the ACR since his time her Nuclear Medicine residenas a resident. He has been RFS cy at the Medical University
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after which she joined the faculty. She is very active at the
university and in many national
societies. She is involved in
medical education, research,
and holds several leadership
roles including division director
of Nuclear Medicine, Vice
Chair for Education, and
Senior Associate Dean for
Faculty Affairs and Faculty
Development.
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R F S U p d at e
A l ex a n d ra Fra n k l i n , M D
R F S P re s i d e n t
2017 was a terrific year for the
SC Resident and Fellow
Section, and so far, 2018 is
shaping up to be even better
for the RFS community! Last
July, MUSC welcomed an outstanding new class of nine first
year residents who have
proven to be an exceptionally
bright and hardworking group.
This past fall, we held our
annual social event at Dr.
Bayne Selby’s house geared
towards raising awareness of
the ACR. The event was greatly successful and prompted an
influx of interest from our res-

idents to become involved with
the RFS as well as the ACR. This
year, the SCRS will be sponsoring
five residents to attend the annual ACR meeting in Washington,
D.C., several of whom are firsttimers. The attendees this year
are all very passionate and motivated and will definitely be leaders within the ACR one day.
Also coming up this year, we will
be hosting another social event in
late February to kickoff the
RADPAC’s March Madness
fundraising campaign and to continue to increase the awareness
and interest of our residents and

fellows. South Carolina’s RFS has
won its March Madness bracket
for the past three consecutive
years by obtaining more RADPAC donations from our trainees
than any other state. This year we
plan to take home our fourth
consecutive title, thus continuing
to make our mark on the national
level. We would like to thank the
SCRS for its continued support,
which has allowed us to become
active within the ACR so early on
in our careers. We look forward
to another good year for the RFS
with continued growth and hope
to see many of you in March!

New Residents arrivals in July 2017 (Class of 2021):
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Trent Dittmer, MD
Medical School: Mercer University School of Medicine, Macon, GA
Undergraduate: University of Georgia, Athens, GA
Kyle Freeman, MD
Medical School: University of Kansas School of Medicine, Kansas City, KS
Undergraduate: Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS
Lara Hewett, MD
Medical School: MUSC
Undergraduate: Tulane University, New Orleans, LA
Frederick ‘Freddie’ Hughes, MD
Medical School: University of Oklahoma College of Medicine, Oklahoma City, OK
Undergraduate: University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK
Jacob Kahn, MD
Medical School: MUSC
Undergraduate: NC State University, Raleigh, NC
Joseph ‘Joe’ Kovacich, DO
Medical School: Lake Erie College of Osteopathic Medicine, Erie, PA
Undergraduate: University of California, Los Angeles, CA
Mario Nigro, MD
Medical School: University of Toledo College of Medicine, Toledo, OH
Undergraduate: Washington & Jefferson College, Washington, PA
Charlotte Wallace, MD
Medical School: Virginia Commonwealth University School of Medicine, Richmond, VA
Undergraduate: Clemson University
Jeffrey ‘Jeff ’ Waltz, MD
Medical School: MUSC
Undergraduate: College of Charleston
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Outgoing MUSC Residents in 2017 with fellowships taken:
Jonathan Botstein – Interventional Radiology, MUSC
Kevin Gibbs – Abdominal Imaging, MUSC
Alex Harvin – Neuroradiology, MUSC
Nate Jones – US Navy Hospital, Beaufort, SC
Patrick Mullin – Neuroradiology, MUSC
Karen Patrick – Women’s Imaging, MUSC
BJ Reiter – Nuclear Medicine, MUSC
Jan Ter Louw – Women’s Imaging, MUSC
Kyle VanMiddlesworth – Interventional Radiology, MUSC

2017 Exiting Fellows with Jobs Taken:
Neuroradiology Fellows:
Jenna Bolles – Orlando VA Medical Center, Orlando, FL
John Hungerford – Georgetown Radiology, Pawleys Island, SC
Neal Hatch – Acumen Radiology, Pensacola, FL
Katie Pflug – Lakeview Regional Medical Center, Covington, LA
Women’s Imaging Fellows:
Collier Gladin – Rockingham Radiologist Ltd, Harrisonburg, VA
Rob Mackey – Doctors Imaging Group, Gainesville, FL
MSK Fellows:
Gabe Garrett – Access Radiology Lake Charles, LA
Matt Brill – private practice West Palm Beach, FL
Abdominal Imaging Fellows:
Mike Klodnicki – private practice San Antonio, TX
Thomas Qualter – Columbus Radiology, Cincinnati, OH
Interventional Radiology Fellows:
Rachel Nelson – Abdominal Imaging Fellowship, Emory University, Atlanta, GA then private
practice Harrisonburg, VA
Laura Barnes – UT San Antonio, San Antonio, TX
Kurtis Mauer – private practice St. Louis, MO
Robert Whittaker – private practice Chattanooga, TN
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ACR Chapter Affiliation Agreement
Strictly speaking, the South
Carolina Radiological Society
(SCRS) is a completely separate entity from the American
College of Radiology (ACR).
However, the SCRS has a formal relationship with the ACR
and is identified as the South
Carolina chapter of the ACR.
Periodically, this relationship

needs maintenance. In 2015, the
SCRS updated our own Bylaws
after gathering dust for twenty
years. This year, the ACR is
renewing its affiliation with its
constituent chapters. As a companion to the formal Affiliation
Agreement, the ACR issued
Principles of Alliance. Archived
copies of the SCRS Bylaws, the

Affiliation Agreement, and the
accompanying Principles of
Alliance will be available on a
library within the Engage
group “Chapter – South
Carolina Radiological Society,”
which is open to all members
of the SCRS.

2017-2018 SCRS Executive Committee
Madelene Lewis, MD
President

Michael Brown, MD
Vice President

Matthew Brady, MD
Secretary

Medical University of SC
lewism@musc.edu

Carolina Radiology Associates
doctormikebrown@gmail.com

Roper Radiologists
bradym75@gmail.com

Russell Chapin, MD
Treasurer

Paul Kountz, MD, PhD,FACR
Immediate Past President

Alexandra Franklin, MD
RFS President

Medical University of SC
chapinrw@musc.edu

Carolina Radiology Associates
ACRKountz@ucrad.com

Medical University of SC
franklal@musc.edu

2017-2018 SCRS Councilors to ACR

Contact SCRS:
Nancy C. Walborn, CMP
Executive Director
505 Chestnut Street
Abbeville, SC 29620
803.673.1854 cell

Paul Kountz, MD, PhD, FACR
Upstate Carolina Radiology

Madelene Lewis, MD
Medical University of SC

Naveen Parti, MD
GHS UMG Radiology

Michael Brown, MD
Carolina Radiology Associates
Alternate Councilors: Matthew Brady, MD, Russell Chapin, MD, Dallas Lovelace,III, MD, FACR, and

scradsoc@gmail.com
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W. Shawn Conwell, MD.

